Information on substituting one of the four core seminars
Dear Students,
as mentioned within the Info Meeting yesterday, there is the possibility to substitute one of the
four seminars from M2 and M3 by another seminar offered by the Department. Our curriculum
says:
“There is the option to substitute one of the four seminars [..] of [..] modules M2 and M3 by
another seminar offered by the Department of East Asian Studies, provided the respective
admission requirements are fulfilled. The amount of ECTS must equal the required amount of
credits of the seminar which is not taken” (Curriculum EcoS)
This means that you can choose any seminar which covers the areas of society, politics or
economy in (at least) one East Asian country out of the course catalogue of East Asian Studies
(Japanese Studies, Chinese Studies or Korean Studies). This seminar must have at least 7 or 8
ECTS (depending on the seminar you want to substitute). It is important that you fulfill the
individual admission requirements for the respective course.
Here is a list with possible classes. These are (among others):
From Sinology:
150213 SE Political Culture in Hong Kong (10 ECTS)
Agnes Schick-Chen (in German)
admission requirements: BA-level in Chinese Studies
150176 SE Sino-Russian relations (10 ECTS)
Guihai Guan (in Chinese)
admission requirements: fluent Chinese
From Japanology:
150045 SE Seminar I: Environmental Problems and Sustainability [in Japan] (8 ECTS)
Ingrid Getreuer-Kargl (in German)
admission requirements: none
From Political Science:
210086 SE M4 b: International Politics and Development [on Chinese Politics]
Chunlong Lu (in English)
210087 SE M4 a: International Politics and Development [on Chinese Rural-Urban Migration]
Chunlong Lu (in English)

Please note that you can substitute only one seminar. Always check the respective admission
requirements. Contact the lecturer if you are not sure. Registration is possible via UNIVIS. The
2nd registration period is open until Oct 8th, 10am (BEWARE: Registration period for Political
Science ends Oct 3rd, 10pm).
Best regards
Your EcoS team

